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First I would like to thank all of your in the room. The approved funding of this would not have been possible without your involvement. As submissions go, this one was bold. It involves multiple government agencies, IU School of Medicine, four MCEs, and countless community providers. It has multiple different parts, a complicated funding mechanism, strict federal reporting and data requirements etc. So for something as complicated as this is why did we apply. 
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Well one obvious reason is this aligns perfectly with the governors expressed goal of both attacking the drug epidemic and reducing infant mortality. 
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But even more important than that, this is the right thing and the smart thing to do. We know that the journey from addiction to recovery is difficulty. There are many obstacles that people face. The journey can be even more difficult for pregnant women. Yet, despite that, we know that pregnancy carries with it a unique opportunity. In one prospective study of pregnant women with SUD, 83% of them were able to be drug abstinent during their pregnancy. There is no other condition, I know of, that has such a high rate of getting people to stop using. The protection or motivation that comes with pregnancy is however short lived. Without continued treatment the majority of these women will relapse during the post partum period. The goal of this grant is to walk with them on this journey so they are successful during and after their delivery. 



What does this mean
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So what is the MOMII program and how will it help achieve this goal? One thing to mention right up front is that this is not a grant. The WE in this program is CMS and Indiana. As a cooperative agreement CMS plans to have substantial involvement in the implementation of this program. That said, this will come with more involvement and oversight than most programs we are used to overseeing. 



4 Pillars

• Cooperative Comprehensive Care Coordination
• ECHO
• Technology/SDOH
• Coverage

*5th pillar APM
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Our program is really built on four inter-related pillars. What I will call (for lack of a better phrase) Cooperative Comprehensive Care Coordination, Provider and coordinator education through project ECHO, use of technology to address SDOH and ADT alerts, and lastly coverage extending out past 60 days. I would suspect CMMI would also want me to mention that part of this is an alternative payment model. This is how will we tie outcomes to payments. I will discuss this a little later. 



• Biweekly Meetings
• Problem Solving
• Best Practices
• Strategies
• Progress 

Cooperative Comprehensive Care 
Coordination
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First let me talk about what we are calling Cooperative Comprehensive Care Coordination. The Cooperative part of this is that the care coordinators from each MCE have dedicated care coordinators for this population that will meet with the MOMII team on a biweekly basis to discuss enrollment, problems, solutions, and best practices. How do we collectively get better at caring for this population? The idea is simple. If we share our diverse experiences and knowledge we will all get better at this together. We will also monitor the progress of our program together. How are we doing? This will come through a system of shared outcomes and key results we want (CMS will also have some) and then dashboards to help us monitor our progress. 



• Moms
• Babies
• Us
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The second pillar is on education. For this we will partner with the Project ECHO team at IU. For those who do not know, ECHO is a peer learning program that involves use of telemeetings with experts who share their knowledge and collaboratively problem solve with those who attend via web link. Together, we will create three new education programs focused on providers who care for pregnant women. We want to make more providers comfortable caring for this population and providing them with MAT. Another track will focus on those who care for the children born. Helping the providers understand NAS, best practices, and ways to help the family stay and recovery together. Lastly, we will have an ECHO track aimed, in part, at us. This is support specialist track. Here will have care coordinators, CHW, and peer coaches participate. How can we help those who work directly with moms understand the unique challenges in this population. The neurobiology of addiction, ACEs, Trauma informed care, Implicit Bias, SDOH and other obstacles. Let us all become experts at this together. 



Technology

• SDOH referrals
• ADT Alerts
• Data Collection
• BI
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And of course what grant would be complete without the introduction of some gadgets? In our proposal we accounted for the potential use of four different technologies. One is a social determine of health assessment and referral platform. For those of you involved in this type of work this is the Aunt Bertha or NowPow type of cloud based app. A way to ask our Moms what needs they have and then have more than an apology to give. A referral to a food bank, utility assistance what ever their social need is our goal is to connect them with a resource we have or one in their community. In managing persons with SUD we know that relapse is common. These are not treatment failures but rather opportunities to tweak their care plan and get them closer to sustained recovery. To do that, however, requires us to know when they enter and leave hospitals and residential care settings. To do that will require some funds. To use ADT alerts for care coordinators. We also built in some funds for data collection across MCEs on things we don’t capture now (e.g., care coordination activities) and to help us create some self service business technology that we can use to see how we are doing. We know this program will require modifications as it matures. Having data to follow will let us make those changes before a crisis ensues. 



Coverage
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One the areas I am most excited about is the possibility that we can extend coverage to a full year post partum. We have gotten approval from the governor’s office and SBA to do this, but this will likely take a waiver. Much of what we are doing in the early months of this program is figuring out waiver vs. SPA and then putting that plan together. There are of course lots of questions on how would we do this operationally. That is to be determined and why we have so many smart people involved in this program. 



Funding

• Implementation (Yrs. 1-5)
• Transition (Yr. 2)
• Milestones (Yrs. 3-5)
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So it wouldn’t be a cooperative agreement without some money. By way of reminder this is 100% federal funds. These moneys are to be used to demonstrate that what we propose will improve outcomes and that it is sustainable. The statute that funds this program defines success as one of three outcomes:Quality improves; costs are neutralQuality is neutral; costs reducedQuality improves; costs reducedFor me I view the later as what we are shooting for. The money for this program comes in three flavors.Implementation – this includes structural supports for the program (FSSA hires, ECHO, some project support in MCEs, Technology)Transition – this is only in year 2 and will be the funds that support the enhanced MCE care coordinationMilestones – These are outcome driven and are released by CMS if we achieve certain outcomes. These moneys would, go to continued support of care coordination and wrap around services. Think of Milestones as outcome-based payments or a type of VBP or P4O. 



Choreography

• OB Navigator
• SUD grant
• ISDH
• DMHA
• MCE
• IU Grand Challenges
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There is a lot going on in our state that intersects with this program. There are programs like OB Navigator that are focused on lowering infant and maternal mortality, other grants like our SUD provider grant looking at identifying and solving SUD provider access problems, a number of ISDH programs focused on overdose and maternal and child health (IPQIC just to name one), DMHA’s various programs, The programs our MCEs are already engaged with, the IU Grand Challenges and many more. The goal of this program is to learn how to dance with these without stepping on anyone’s toes. Making sure we partner with these and more to collectively make all of our programs better. 



Committee oversight

Steering (bimonthly)
• FSSA
• Gov
• ISDH
• DCS
• MCEs
• ECHO

Workgroup (biweekly)
• Project Director
• Project Manager
• Project Support
• Agency Rep
• Data Support
• MCE Project lead

*4C group
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One way I hope to do that is through our committee oversight. There will be two main groups the steering and work group. The steering committee has many of you’re here on it. The goal of this group will be to problem solve, give direction, and have awareness. If the steering committee is giving us the direction then the workgroups job will be figuring out how we get there. This will work on details, contracts, MOUs, dashboards, and all the problems we know, and don’t know, that will arise each work. These will be in addition to the comprehensive collaborative care coordination group that will also meet biweekly. The frequency of these meetings will likely change as the program matures. 



Thank you for Caring!
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So thank you all for caring. Because that is what we are collective doing. By trying to change the lives of these families we are saying they are worth trying for. That speaks volumes as to who we are as a State and who are agencies are. There is a lot to do. Let’s get to work. Questions
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18 Month Process for Developing a Strategic Solution



Indiana Benefits
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FSSA SUD Initiatives

2019 Accomplishment 
Highlights
1. Statewide ASAM trainings 
2. Prior Authorization and 

Transitions of Care Data 
Review

3. Prior Authorization Process 
Improvements
– Universal SUD PA form
– Denial letter improvements

2020 & Ongoing Initiatives
1. Additional ASAM trainings
2. Telehealth/Telemedicine 

Policy Clarifications
3. Naloxone Reimbursement 

for EMS Providers
4. Mid-level practitioners 

(HEA 1175)
5. Residential Length of Stay 
6. Improving SUD Transitions 

of Care
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Telehealth/telemedicineOMPP is reviewing our Telehealth and Telemedicine policies in order to publish guidance to help SUD providers better understand the current policy and how to provide care within the policies. EMS naloxone reimbursementThere is a workgroup that includes, DMHA, OMPP, ISDH, and DHS staff to investigate reimbursement mechanisms for naloxone in the EMS setting. More to come on this!Midlevel practitioner accessOMPP and DMHA is developing IHCP enrollment types for certain midlevel providers to increase access to outpatient mental health and SUD services.Length of stayOMPP and DMHA are reviewing the state’s average length of stay for certain mental health and SUD services to ensure that Medicaid patients are getting adequate care.ASAM TrainingsOMPP encourages all IHCP providers to attend the upcoming ASAM Trainings!Link to SUD website and share SUD InboxCheck out the FSSA SUD website, share link. Share FSSA SUD Services email address. SUD Inbox open to receive public comments about ASAM guidelinesWill DMHA be announcing this one or should we?       



Reminders

ASAM Trainings Schedule
• Vincennes, Indiana: Wednesday, February 5, 2020: 

https://elearning.asam.org/products/asam-criteria-coursevincennes-indiana-
wednesday-february-5-2020#tab-product_tab_overview

• Columbus, Indiana: Thursday, February 6, 2020: 
https://elearning.asam.org/products/asam-criteria-coursecolumbus-indiana-
thursday-february-6-2020#tab-product_tab_overview

• Lawrenceburg, Indiana: Friday, February 7, 2020: 
https://elearning.asam.org/products/asam-criteria-courselawrenceburg-indiana-
friday-february-7-2020#tab-product_tab_overview

Draft Indiana Level of Care for Addiction Services Guidelines
• Draft located at https://www.in.gov/fssa/dmha/3073.htm
• Public comment period through February 28, 2020
• Comments may be mailed to the following address or emailed to 

SUD.Services@fssa.in.gov
– FSSA, Division of Mental Health and Addiction

Addiction & Forensic Treatment Team
402 W. Washington St., W353
Indianapolis, IN 46204

https://elearning.asam.org/products/asam-criteria-coursevincennes-indiana-wednesday-february-5-2020#tab-product_tab_overview
https://elearning.asam.org/products/asam-criteria-coursecolumbus-indiana-thursday-february-6-2020#tab-product_tab_overview
https://elearning.asam.org/products/asam-criteria-courselawrenceburg-indiana-friday-february-7-2020#tab-product_tab_overview
https://www.in.gov/fssa/dmha/3073.htm
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